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A MODEL FOR RANDOM BRAIDING IN GRAPH CONFIGURATION

SPACES

DAVID A. LEVIN, ERIC RAMOS, AND BENJAMIN YOUNG

ABSTRACT. We define and study a model of winding for non-colliding

particles in finite trees. We prove that the asymptotic behavior of this

statistic satisfies a central limiting theorem, analogous to similar re-

sults on winding of bounded particles in the plane (Wen and Thiffeault, 2019).

We also propose certain natural open questions and conjectures, whose

confirmation would provide new insights on configuration spaces of

trees.

1. INTRODUCTION

The winding of Brownian particles in the plane is well-studied; See Spitzer (1958),

Durrett (1982), Pitman and Yor (1984), Lyons and McKean (1984), and McKean and Sullivan (1984)

for a few early references. Two independent Brownian motions in R
2 will

not collide almost surely, so the winding of the particles around each

other is a well-defined process. In particular, the difference between two

processes is a single Brownian particle in the plane, which almost surely

does not hit points. Let W (t ) be the total expended angle traversed around

the origin until time t . Spitzer (1958) proved that W (t )/ log(t ) converges

in distribution, as t → ∞, to a Cauchy distribution. Variations of this

winding statistic have been studied: the discrete version on the lattice

(Bélisle, 1989), allowing a repulsive force to the origin, or even changing

the plane to some other surface (Lyons and McKean, 1984; McKean and Sullivan, 1984;

Watanabe, 2000). In all cases, one can define a similar winding statistic

and investigate the large t scaling limit. These studies motivated us to

investigate the winding of two diffusive particles in a one-dimensional

topological space.

As noted, a pair of planar Brownian particles will collide with probabil-

ity zero. In particular, running two independent Brownian motions up to

some fixed time t produces a trajectory in the configuration space of the
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plane. Given a topological space X , the k-stranded configuration space is

the topological space Fk (X ) := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X n | xi 6= x j }/Sn , where the

action of symmetric group Sn is given by permuting coordinates. These

spaces have a rich history in topology, mathematical physics, and many

other fields. (See Knudsen (2018) for a survey of such results.) Thus the

winding W (t ) may be interpreted as a measuring the quantity of homol-

ogy accumulated by the two particle path in configuration space up to

time t . We adopt this interpretation of winding here.

The k-particle exclusion process on a graph G is the Markov chain with

state space Ω= {0,1}V (G); a configuration ω with ω(v) = 1 for exactly v ∈ S

can be visualized by placing a particle on each v ∈ S (making such vertices

occupied) and leaving each v 6∈ S unoccupied. The chain moves by select-

ing an edge at random, and swapping the status (occupied/unoccupied)

of the two endpoints. This process is well-studied from multiple points-

of-views, e.g. hydrodynamic limits (see, for a sampling of early work, Guo et al. (1988),

Kipnis et al. (1989), and Rezakhanlou (1991), and also the book Kipnis and Landim (1999)),

and mixing time (Wilson (2004), Morris (2006), and Lacoin (2016)). See

also the book Liggett (1999) for references and other aspects. The k-stranded

configuration space of the graph is the identical space; thus it is natural to

study the exclusion process from the topological point of view, which has,

to our knowledge, not been previously explored. The purpose of this pa-

per is to describe one aspect of the topological evolution of the 2-particle

exclusion process, namely the accumulative homology, derive some ba-

sic properties and work out a few specific examples, and to suggest ques-

tions for future study.

1.1. Statement of main results and conjectures. Let G be a finite tree,

and write ρ(t ) for the random path in F2(G) given as the realization of

the exclusion process for t steps. In what follows, we also fix a planar leaf-

rooted structure on G . That is, a choice of embedding of G into the plane,

as well as a choice of leaf, henceforth called the root of G . Importantly,

these choices induce a well-ordering on the vertices of G via a depth-first

process originating from the root. We will see in Section 2.1 that this data

further induces the following:

• A basis for H1(F2(G)) ∼=Z
g ;

• a loop ρ̂(t ) : S1 →F2(G) naturally associated to ρ(t ), called the clo-

sure of ρ(t ).

The winding of the path ρ(t ) is the multivariate statistic W (t ) := ρ̂(t ) ∈
H1(F2(G)) ∼=Z

g . Just as was the case in the aforementioned classical set-

tings, our main result describes the asymptotic behavior of this statistic.
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Theorem A. Let G be a planar leaf-rooted tree. There exists a g ×g matrix

Σ such that

W (t )/
p

t
D→Norm(Σ,0),

where Norm(0,Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0,

and covariance matrix Σ.

We will see throughout this work that the matrix Σ can be explicitly com-

puted in terms of a quadratic form built from a discrete Green’s function

associated to the exclusion process (Theorem 3.11). We will also see that

this description lends itself to natural spectral bounds on the entries of Σ.

Such bounds are useful because, as conjectured by D. Aldous and proven

by Caputo et al. (2010), the spectral gap for the exclusion process is the

same as the spectral gap for a delayed random walker on the graph.

Our interest in W (t ) goes beyond simple curiosity as well. It is a fact that

the homotopy type of the space F2(G) is determined by combinatorial

data that is far weaker than even the degree sequence of G . In particular,

no topological invariants of F2(G) are capable of recovering the tree G .

Nonetheless, the determination of the winding statistic and its interac-

tion with the topology of F2(G) lead us to conjecture the following:

Conjecture B. Let G and G ′ be two planar leaf-rooted trees that do not

have vertices of degree 2, and write ΣG and ΣG ′ for the covariance ma-

trices associated to the winding of the exclusion process on G and G ′,
respectively. If ΣG =ΣG ′, then G and G ′ are isomorphic as trees.

In fact, we wish to know even if it possible to recover the degree sequence

of G from its associated covariance matrix. It is the intention of the au-

thors to prove Conjecture B, at least in the case of unitrivalent trees, in

future work. In this work, we provide evidence of Conjecture B through

worked examples as well as numerical experiments (Section 4.3).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we provide

background on configuration spaces and Markov chains. In Section 3 we

define the accumulated homolgy of a random walk on a graph, provide

some general facts and work out specific cases. In Section 4 we discuss

the winding of Random walks in Fn(G) and give some examples.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Graph configuration spaces. In this section we outline some basic

theory from the theory of graph configuration spaces. Because of the

overall context of this work, we only treat the case of trees. One can find
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more general treatments of this material in Abrams (2000), An et al. (2019),

Farley and Sabalka (2005), and Ramos (2018).

Definitions 2.1. A graph is a connected and finite one-dimensional CW

complex. We assume that all graphs are simple, i.e., they do not contain

self-loops or multi-edges. For a graph G , we write V (G) for the set of its

vertices, or zero-cells, and E (G) for the set of its edges, or one-cells. The

degree deg(x) of a vertex x of G is defined to be the number of edges con-

taining it as an endpoint. The boundary of a cell σ of G is defined as

∂(σ) =
{

{σ} if σ is a vertex of G

{the endpoints of σ} otherwise.

A tree is a contractible graph.

Given a graph G , the n-stranded configuration space of G is the quotient

topological space

Fn(G) := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈Gn | xi 6= x j whenever i 6= j }/Sn ,

where the symmetric group Sn acts by permuting indices.

Remark 2.2. It is common in the literature to refer to Fn(G) as the un-

ordered n-stranded configuration space of G to stress that the space is

modulo the action of the symmetric group. In this work we will never

deal with the space where this quotient is not performed, i.e., the ordered

configuration space.

Much of the early literature on graph configuration spaces focused on

constructing combinatorial models for these spaces which could ease

computation. (See, for example, Abrams (2000), Ghrist (2001), and Światkowski (2001).)

In this work, we will extensively use the model of Abrams.

Definition 2.3. For a graph G and n ≥ 0, the quotient of the product

space Gn/Sn inherits an obvious cellular structure. Specifically, the cells

of Gn/S are expressible as

{σ1, . . . ,σn} ,

where for each i , the cell σi is either a vertex of G or an edge. The dis-

cretized n-stranded configuration space of G is the subcomplex of Gn/Sn

generated by cells of the form

{σ1, . . . ,σn}

where ∂(σi )∩∂(σ j ) =;. We denote this space by DFn(G)
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One immediately observes that DFn(G) embeds as a subspace of Fn(G),

making it natural to ask whether there exists a deformation retract of

Fn(G) onto DFn(G). Generally speaking this cannot be the case as, for

instance, DFn(G) is empty whenever the number of vertices of G is smaller

than n. However, concerns of this form turn out to be the only obstruc-

tions to the existence of the deformation retract.

Theorem 2.4 (Abrams, Theorem A). Let G be a tree, and assume that there

are at least n vertices on the path connecting any two vertices of G of de-

gree not equal to two. Then the natural inclusion DFn(G) ,→ Fn(G) is a

homotopy equivalence.

Remark 2.5. Abrams’ original theorem proves a similar result without the

assumption that G is a tree. In this work we will only need the above.

One should observe that while DFn(G) is influenced by subdividing edges

of G , the same is not true about Fn(G). Therefore, the primary assump-

tion of Theorem 2.4 about the lengths of paths in G is not particularly de-

tracting. One should also observe that this path length assumption will

be satisfied for every tree when n = 2.

While Abrams’ cellular model is the first step in simplifying homology

computations, it is unfortunately saddled with an over abundance of cells

of every dimension, making it difficult to do any kind of computation

when n or G is large. To simplify matters even further, we must apply

techniques from the so-called discrete Morse theory of Forman (1998,

2002). The following definitions were first given in Farley and Sabalka (2005).

Definition 2.6. Let G be a tree, and assume that G satisfies the path-

length condition of Theorem 2.4. 1-cells of DFn(G) can be encoded as

sets

{σ1, . . . ,σn} ,

where σi is a cell of G , and there is precisely one index i for which σi is

an edge of G .

Fix a choice of embedding of G into the plane, as well as a choice of vertex

of degree one. We call this chosen vertex the root of G . These two choices

induce a well-ordering on the vertices of G via a depth-first progression

from the root. Given an edge σ of G , we write τ(σ) to denote the endpoint

of σ with smaller label, and ι(σ) to denote the endpoint of σ with larger

index. If σ is a vertex of G , which is not the root, we write e(σ) for the

unique edge for which ι(e(σ))=σ.
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FIGURE 1. The critical 1-cell {v0, v5,e4,7}, and the collapsi-

ble 1-cell {v0, v1,e9,10}

In the sequel, our discussion of the 1-cells of DFn(G), we will always as-

sume that σ1 is an edge of G. We also assume that the above 1-cell is ori-

ented from {τ(σ1), . . . ,σn} to {ι(σ1), . . . ,σn}.

Given a 1-cell of DFn(G), c := {σ1, . . . ,σn}, we say that a vertex σi ∈ c is

blocked in c if either σi is the root of G , or {σ1, . . . ,σi−1,e(σi ),σi+1, . . . ,σn}

is not a two cell of DFn(G). We also say that the edge σ1 is order respect-

ing if for all vertices σi ∈ c such that τ(e(σi )) = τ(σ1), the label of ι(σ1) is

smaller than that of σi . We say that the 1-cell c is critical if σ1 is not order

respecting, and all vertices of c are blocked. We instead say that the 1-cell

c is collapsible if σ1 is order respecting and every unblocked vertex has a

label which is strictly bigger than ι(σ1).

When G is the H-shaped graph with a single subdivision on each edge,

examples of critical and collapsible 1-cells of DF3(G) are given in Figure

1. Note that implicit in this image is our choice of root vertex, which we

have labeled by 0.

The following theorem follows from work of Farley and Sabalka (2005)) as

well as follow-up work of Farley (2006)).

Theorem 2.7 (Farley and Sabalka (2005) and Farley (2006)). If G is a tree

satisfying the path-length condition of Theorem 2.4, then

1. the subcomplex of DFn(G) generated by the collapsible one cells

forms a spanning tree of the one-skeleton of DFn(G);

2. the complex DFn(G) is homotopy equivalent to a cellular complex

M whose unique 0-cell corresponds to the unique 0-cell of DFn(G)

whose every vertex is blocked, and whose 1-cells correspond to the

critical 1-cells of DFn(G). Moreover, the cellular differential

ZM
(2) →ZM

(1)
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from the two cells of M to the 1-cells is the zero map. In particular,

the first homology group H1(Fn(G)) is free, with a basis in bijection

with the critical 1-cells of DFn(G).

Remark 2.8. The homotopy equivalence of the prior theorem is actually

what is known as a cellular collapse. In particular, there is a formal sense

in which one can say that the 1-cells of M are the same as the critical

1-cells of DFn(G). This will be used implicitly throughout the work.

The spanning tree of the one-skeleton of DFn(G) given by the collapsible

1-cells has a nice description, which we now give in the case n = 2. The

general case is similar, though a bit more cumbersome to state.

Given two pairs of distinct vertices {v1, w1}, {v2, w2}, the path connecting

them in our spanning tree is described as follows. Between v1 and w1,

select the vertex with the smaller label. Say that this vertex is v1. Then

one keeps w1 fixed, while allowing for v1 to flow to the root. Once v1

arrives at the root, w1 is then moved to the bigger of v2 and w2. Finally,

v1 is moved from the root to the smaller of v2 and w2.

While Theorem 2.7 provides a complete description of the first homology

of DFn(G), and therefore also Fn(G), for our intended applications we

need to be a bit more detailed in our understanding on how the afore-

mentioned homotopy equivalences collapse the 2-cells of DFn(G). We

begin with the following definition.

Definition 2.9. Let c = {σ1, . . . ,σn} denote a critical 1-cell of DFn(G).

Then the edge σ1 has its smaller endpoint τ(σ1) on a vertex of G of de-

gree ≥ 3. For this definition only, write G ′ as the collection of connected

components of G −τ(σ1).

Let c ′ = {τ1, . . . ,τn} be a 1-cell of DFn(G) which is not collapsible. We say

c ′ lies on top of c if,

1. the edge τ1 is equal to the edge σ1 and,

2. for every component in G ′, the number of vertices c’ contains in

this component is the same as the number of vertices c contains in

this component.

The following theorem can be proven using the second part of Theorem

2.7, as well as Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 5.1 of Farley and Sabalka (2005).
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Theorem 2.10. Let G be a tree, and assume that G satisfies the path-length

condition of Theorem 2.4. With respect to the basis of H1(DFn(G)(1)) in-

dexed by the non-collapsible 1-cells of DFn(G), the composition

H1(DFn(G)(1)) → H1(DFn(G))
∼=→ H1(M )

is defined on points by

(αc )c not collapsible 7→ (
∑

c lies on top of c′
αc )c′ critical

2.2. Markov chains. In this section, we give a brief overview of relevant

topics related to Markov chains. The example of random walks on graphs

will be used both as motivation and as a way to ground the material. All

of what follows can be found in any standard text on the subject. (See, for

example, Levin and Peres (2017).)

In the following (X t )∞t=0 will be a Markov chain on the state space X with

transition matrix P , so that, for all t > 0 and x0, . . . , xt ∈X ,

P(X t = xt | X0 = x0, . . . , X t−1 = xt ) = P (xt−1, xt ) .

The chain is irreducible if for all v, w ∈ X , there exists r = r (v, w) such

that P r (v, w) > 0. If P is irreducible, then there exists a unique stationary

distribution on X , i.e. a probability row vector satisfying π=πP .

A reversible Markov chain satisfies the detailed balance equations

π(x)P (x, y) =π(y)P (y, x) for all x, y ∈X .

We say that P is lazy if for any state x ∈X , P (x, x) ≥ 1
2

.

Remark 2.11. If P is lazy, then all the eigenvalues of P are non-negative.

Assuming the eigenvalues of P are non-negative allows for simple de-

scriptions of certain spectral bounds. (For example, the proof of Theorem

3.11.)

A statistic on the state space of X is a function f : X → R. The expecta-

tion of a statistic f with respect to π will be denoted

Eπ( f ) =
∑

x∈X

f (x)π(x) .

and the variance is

Varπ( f ) = Eπ[( f −Eπ( f ))2] .

Letting

f̂n :=
n∑

t=0

f (X t )
p

n
,
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we record below the central limit theorem of f̂n :

Theorem 2.12 ((Bolthausen, 1982, Theorem 1)). Let P be a connected ape-

riodic Markov chain on a finite state space X , and let f be a statistic on

X . Then,

f̂n −
p

nEπ( f )
D→ N (0,σ2),

where N (0,σ2) is the centered normal distribution with variance σ2, and

σ2 = Varπ( f )+2
∑

t≥1

Covπ( f (X0), f (X t )).(2.1)

Moreover, writing Fn(t ) for the distribution function of f̂n −
p

nEπ( f ), one

has

‖Fn −N (0,σ2)‖∞ =O(n− 1
2 ).

Remark 2.13. The first half of the above theorem, which states a central

limit theorem for Markov chains, is classical and can be found in a variety

of textbooks and surveys; see, for example Jones (2004). Bolthausen (1982)

proves the second half of the above theorem, which implies that the con-

vergence rate of this central limit theorem is on the order of n− 1
2 .

The Cramer-Wold device is a method of obtaining a multivariate central

limit theorem. Suppose X t and W are d-dimensional random variables.

If

θ ·X t ⇒ θ ·W
for all θ, then X t ⇒W . This follows directly from the equivalence of weak

convergence to convergence of Fourier transforms. See, for example,

Billingsley (1968). For our purposes, the Cramer-Wold device will be used

to conclude certain multi-variate statistics converge to a normal distribu-

tion, by showing that every projection of the statistic does so.

3. ACCUMULATED HOMOLOGY OF A RANDOM WALK ON A GRAPH

3.1. The edge-walk. In this section we outline a useful method for record-

ing edge traversals during a random walk on some graph.

For the remainder of this section, we fix a graph G, as well as a model of a

random walk on G, (X t ,P ). We will also assume that the Markov chain is

lazy.

Definition 3.1. We write E (G) for the collection of directed edges of G with

respect to X t ,

E (G)= {(x, y) | P (x, y) 6= 0} ⊆V (G)×V (G).
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The associated edge-walk of (X t ,P ) is the Markov chain (Yt ,PE ) on the

state space E (G) given by,

Yt = (X t , X t+1), PE ((x, y), (z, w)) =
{

P (z, w) if z = y

0 otherwise.

For much of this section, we will be proving a variety of elementary prop-

erties of the edge-walk associated to (X t ,P ). In particular, we discuss how

certain properties of (X t ,P ) relate to those of (Yt ,PE ).

We begin with a computation of the stationary distribution of PE . Note

that (Yt ,P ) is connected by our assumptions on (X t ,P ), and therefore has

a unique stationary distribution.

Proposition 3.2. Let π denote the stationary distribution of (X t ,P ), and

πE the stationary distribution of (Yt ,PE ). Then, for any (x, y) ∈ E (G),

πE (x, y) =π(x)P (x, y)

The proof is simply checking that the detailed balance equations hold;

we omit the details.

It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the edge walk (Yt ,PE ) is not reversible.

Despite this, one immediate and ultimately very useful consequence of

this description of πE is the following stand-in for reversibility.

Corollary 3.3. Let πE denote the stationary distribution of (Yt ,PE ). Then,

πE (x, y) =πE (y, x)(3.1)

Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that (X t ,P )

is reversible. �

3.2. Accumulated homology: The general case. In this section, we pro-

vide the theoretical framework for studying what we term accumulated

homology of a random walk on a graph. In the section that follows, we

will provide worked examples illustrating the method.

For the remainder of this section, we fix a graph G as well as a model of

a random walk on G , (X t ,P ), which we assume to be aperiodic. We also

follow the notation from the previous section and write (Yt ,PE ) for the

associated edge walk of (X t ,P ). Finally, we fix now for all time a span-

ning tree TG for G . The edges in the compliment of TG will be written as

e1, ...,eg . The endpoints of ei will be written as xi and yi , and we orient

this edge as (xi , yi ). We write e−
i

for the reversed edge (yi , xi ).
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Definition 3.4. Let ρ = (ρ0,ρ1, . . . ,ρr ) be a path of length r in G .h e clo-

sure of ρ, denoted ρ, is defined to be the loop in G obtained from ρ by

concatenating the unique path in TG from vr to v0. The accumulated ho-

mology of ρ (with respect to TG ) is the tuple

H
TG

1 (ρ) := (h1, . . . ,hg ) ∈Z
g ,

where,

hi = |{ j | ρ j = xi ,ρ j+1 = yi }|− |{ j | ρ j = yi ,ρ j+1 = xi }|.

Remark 3.5. The accumulated homology of ρ is precisely the class in

H
TG

1 (G) represented by ρ with respect to the basis given by the oriented

edges ei . One may think of the closure of ρ as a loop obtained from ρ

in such a way as to not "create more homology" than had already been

accumulated by ρ.

Let T ′
G

be a different choice of spanning tree, with (ordered and oriented)

complementary edges (e ′
1, . . . ,e ′

g ). Writing ei for the basis vector of H1(G)

corresponding to the oriented edge ei , then the change of basis from {ei }

to {e ′
j
} is obtained in the following way. The unique path from yi to xi

through TG will traverse a variety of the edges e ′
j
. Then the assignment

ei 7→
∑

j

α j e ′
j ,

where α j records the (net) number of traversals of e ′
j
, defines the nec-

essary change of basis. By the previous remark, this gives one a simple

means to relate H
TG

1 (ρ) to H
T ′

G

1 (ρ). For this reason, we usually suppress

the spanning tree TG in the notation for the accumulated homology.

Given t ≥ 0, the collection of vertices

(X0, X1, . . . , X t )

defines a path in G , which we denote ρX (t ). The primary object of study

in this section is the random variable

H1(ρX (t ))

More specifically, our interest will be in understanding the limiting dis-

tribution of H1(ρX (t )).

Theorem 3.6. There exists a g × g matrix Σ such that

lim
t→∞

H1(ρX (t ))
p

t

D→ N (0,Σ)

where Norm(0,Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with covariance

matrix Σ.
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Proof. Write ǫi for the standard i-th canonical basis vector of Rg . For this

proof only, we define a multi-variate statistic f : RE (G)→R
g by setting

f (x, y) =





ǫi (x, y) = (xi , yi )

−ǫi (x, y) = (yi , xi )

0 otherwise.

Then we may write,

H1(ρX (t )) =
t∑

n=0

f (Yn).

In particular, the multivariate central limit theorem implies
p

t (H1(ρX (t ))/t −EπE ( f ))
D→ N (0,Σ)

for some covariance matrix Σ depending only on f , and where πE is the

stationary distribution of (Yt,PE ). By (3.1), it is easily seen that EπE ( f ) = 0,

whence we obtain

H1(ρX (t ))/
p

t
D→ Norm(0,Σ) .

�

Remark 3.7. As a functional of an ergodic Markov chain, it is obvious

that W should obey a central limit theorem. Our purpose of recording

this result is that the matrix Σ should encode topological information in

our primary application to configuration spaces. Moreover, we will see

later that entries of Σ can be bounded in terms of spectral properties of

the graph.

We dedicate the remainder of this section to providing bounds on the en-

tries of the matrix Σ. These bounds will be given in terms of the spectral

gap of the matrix P . We will also compute a closed form for Σ in terms of

the so-called discrete Green’s functions associated to the walk. (See, e.g.,

(Chung and Yau, 2000) for a reference.) To aid us in this computation, we

state the following convenient notation.

Definition 3.8. The vector space RE
∨ = HomR(RE ,R) carries the struc-

ture of an inner-product space via the assignment,

〈 f , g 〉 =
∑

e∈E

πE (e) f (e)g (e)

For each 1 ≤ i ≤ g , we write 1i : E →R for the statistic

1i (x, y) =





1 (x, y) = (xi , yi )

−1 (x, y) = (yi , xi )

0 otherwise.
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In particular, we may write

H1(ρX (t )) =
t∑

n=0

(11(Yn), . . . ,1g (Yn)).

We similarly define the π-normalized inner product on RV (G)∨, as well

as the statistics

fi (z) =





P (xi , yi ) if z = xi ,

−P (yi , xi ) if z = yi

0 otherwise.

If f : V (G) →R is a statistic, we will write

‖ f ‖2
π := 〈 f , f 〉

We begin with two short technical lemmas. The first illustrates the rela-

tionship between P t
E and P t . Its proof is straight forward.

Lemma 3.9. Let e = (x, y),e ′ = (x′, y ′) be two elements of E . Then for any

t ≥ 1

P t
E (e,e ′) = P t−1(y, x′) ·P (x′, y ′)

Our second lemma gives us a convenient linear algebraic interpretation

for certain covariances which will play a key role in Theorem 3.11.

Lemma 3.10. Let α= (α1, . . . ,αg ) be some vector in R
g . Then for any t ≥ 1,

CovπE

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

i

αi 1i (Yt )
)
=

〈∑

i

αi 1i ,P t
E ·

∑

i

αi 1i

〉

=−
〈∑

i

αi fi ,P t−1 ·
(∑

j

α j f j

)〉

Proof. We may write,

Covπ

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j

α j 1 j (Yt )
)
=

∑

i , j

αiα j Covπ(1i (Y0),1 j (Yt )).
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Using that 1i is mean zero and (3.1), we have:

Covπ(1i (Y0),1 j (Yt )) = EπE (1i (Y0) ·1 j (Yt ))

=πE (ei )P t
E (ei ,e j )+πE (e−

i )P t
E (e−

i ,e−
j )

− (πE (ei )P t
E (ei ,e−

j )+πE (e−
i )P t

E (e−
i ,e j ))

=πE (ei )(P t
E (ei ,e j )−P t

E (ei ,e−
j ))

−πE (e−
i )(P t

E (e−
i ,e j )−P t

E (e−
i ,e−

j ))

= 〈1i ,P t
E ·1 j 〉.

Putting the previous two computations together we have,

Covπ

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j

α j 1 j (Yt )
)
=

∑

i , j

αiα j 〈1i ,P t
E ·1 j 〉 =

〈∑

i

αi 1i ,P t
E ·

∑

j

α j 1 j

〉
,

proving the first equality. To finish the proof, we note by Lemmas 3.2 and

3.9, as well as (3.1),

〈1i ,P t
E ·1 j 〉 =π(yi )P (yi , xi )(P (x j , y j )P t−1(yi , x j )−P (y j , x j )P t−1(yi , y j ))

−π(xi )P (xi , yi )(P (x j , y j )P t−1(xi , x j )−P (y j , x j )P t−1(xi , y j )),

which is immediately seen to be equal to −〈 fi ,P t−1 · f j 〉. �

With these two lemmas in hand we are ready to begin producing our de-

sired bounds. We begin with the following.

Theorem 3.11. LetΣ be as in the statement of Theorem 3.6, letα= (α1, . . . ,αg )

be some vector in R
g , and set

σ2(α) :=α†
Σα

Then,

σ2(α) = 2
∑

i

α2
i πE (ei )−2

〈
(I −P )−1

(∑

i

αi fi

)
,
∑

j

α j f j

〉
.

In particular, one has

2
∑

i

α2
i πE (ei )−

2‖
∑

i αi fi‖2
π

δXt ,P
≤σ2(α) ≤ 2

∑

i

α2
i πE (ei )−

2‖
∑

i αi fi‖2
π

1−γmin
,

where δXt ,P is the spectral gap of (X t ,P ) and γmi n is the smallest eigen-

value of P.

Remark 3.12. Before we commence with the proof, it is important that

we note what is meant by (I −P )−1. Indeed, because P is stochastic, it is
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a fact that (I −P ) is not invertible. That being said, however, it will be in-

vertible on the orthogonal complement of the (unique) eigenvector of P

corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. The statistic
∑

i αi fi always has mean

zero, by virtue of the fact that this is the case for all of the fi , and therefore

the expression (I −P )−1(
∑

i αi fi ) makes sense.

To be completely precise, (I −P )−1 is the unique matrix satisfying

(I −P )−1(I −P ) = (I −P )(I −P )−1 = I −P0,

where P0 is the projection onto the vector (
p
π(x))x∈V (G).

Proof. If we write α= (α1, . . . ,αg ) for a vector in R
g , then (2.1) implies we

must compute

σ2(α) = VarπE

(∑

i

αi 1i

)
+2

∑

t≥1

CovπE

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

i

αi 1i (Yt )
)
.

We first compute VarπE

(∑
i αi 1i

)
. To start:

VarπE

(∑

i

αi 1i

)
= EπE

((∑

i

αi 1i

)2)
−EπE

(∑

i

αi 1i

)2
= EπE

((∑

i

αi 1i

)2)
.

On the other hand, using (3.1) as well as the fact that 1i (Y0)1 j (Y0) = 0

whenever i 6= j ,

EπE

[(∑

i

αi 1i )2
)]

=
∑

i

α2
i EπE [12

i ] =
∑

i

α2
i (πE (ei )+πE (e−

i ))

= 2
∑

i

α2
i πE (ei ) .

We next turn our attention to the covariance terms Covπ(
∑

i αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j α j 1 j (Yt )).

Lemmas 3.10 and 3.9 imply

Covπ

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j

α j 1 j (Yt )
)
=−

〈∑

i

αi fi ,P t−1 ·
∑

j

α j f j

〉
.

Therefore,
∑

t≥1

Covπ

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j

α j 1 j (Yt )
)
=

∑

t≥0

−
〈∑

i

αi fi ,P t ·
∑

j

α j f j

〉

=−
〈∑

i

αi fi ,
(∑

t≥0

P t
)
·
∑

j

α j f j

〉

=−
〈∑

i

αi fi , (I −P )−1 ·
∑

j

α j f j

〉
.
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This completes the desired computation. Moving on to our claimed bounds,

elementary linear algebra, as well as the assumption that the Markov

chain (X t ,P ) is lazy and therefore has non-negative eigenvalues, tells us

that the inner product
〈∑

i αi fi ,P t−1 ·
∑

j α j f j

〉
can be bounded as

∥∥∥
∑

i

αi fi

∥∥∥
2

π
min{γP }t−1 ≤

〈∑

i

αi fi ,P t−1·
∑

j

α j f j

〉
≤

∥∥∥
∑

i

αi fi

∥∥∥
2

π
max{γP }t−1,

where the min and max are over the eigenvalues of P not equal to 1.

Therefore,

2
∑

t≥1

Covπ

(∑

i

αi 1i (Y0),
∑

j

αi 1 j (Yt )
)
≥−2

∥∥∥
∑

i

αi fi

∥∥∥
2

π

∑

t≥0

max{γP }t =
−2

∥∥∥
∑

i αi fi

∥∥∥
2

π

δXt ,P

A similar computation also yields upper bounds. Combining this with the

previously computed variance term we conclude our desired bounds. �

By taking α to be the elementary basis vector in direction i , the above

implies that,

Σ(i , i ) = 2πE (ei )−2〈(I −P )−1 fi , fi 〉

2πE (ei )−
2πE (ei )(P (xi , yi )+P (yi , xi ))

δXt ,P

≤Σ(i , i ) ≤ 2πE (ei )−
2πE (ei )(P (xi , yi )+P (yi , xi ))

1−γmin

We will use this to obtain bounds on the off-diagonal terms of the covari-

ance matrix Σ in what follows.

Theorem 3.13. Let Σ be as in the statement of Theorem 3.6, and fix 1≤ i <
j ≤ g . Then,

Σ(i , j ) = 2〈(I −P )−1 fi , f j 〉(3.2)

Σ(i , j ) ≥
πE (ei )(P (xi , yi )+P (yi , xi ))+πE (e j )(P (x j , y j )+P (y j , x j ))

1−γmi n
(3.3)

−
‖ fi + f j ‖2

π

δXt ,P

Σ(i , j ) ≤
πE (ei )(P (xi , yi )+P (yi , xi ))+πE (e j )(P (x j , y j )+P (y j , x j ))

δXt ,P
(3.4)

−
‖ fi + f j ‖2

π

1−γmin
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Proof. Write α for the vector in R
g , with αi =α j = 1 and αk = 0 otherwise.

We have,

Σ(i , i )+Σ( j , j )+2Σ(i , j ) =α†
Σα

= 2(πE (ei )+πE (e j ))−2〈(I −P )−1( fi + f j ), fi + f j )〉
Comparing the above to the explicit computation of Σ(i , i ) given by The-

orem 3.11, we obtain the desired formula for Σ(i , j ). On the other hand,

using the equality Σ(i , i )+Σ( j , j )+2Σ(i , j ) =α†
Σα, along with the upper

bound for α†
Σα and lower bound for Σ(i , i ) given in Theorem 3.11, we

recover the desired upper bound. Our lower bound is computed simi-

larly. �

Remark 3.14. It is notable that the norm term ‖ fi + f j , fi + f j ‖2
π behaves

differently depending on whether the edges ei and e j are adjacent or not.

For instance, one can deduce using similar reasoning to the proof of The-

orem 3.13, that

|Σ(i , j )| ≤
(
πE (ei )(P (xi , yi )+P (yi , xi ))+πE (e j )(P (x j , y j )+P (y j , x j ))

)

×
(

1

δXt ,P
−

1

1−γmi n

)

whenever ei and e j are non-adjacent. This follows from the fact that ad-

jacency determines whether the cross term 〈 fi , f j 〉 is zero or not.

3.3. Accumulated homology: examples. In this section we consider a

worked examples of accumulated winding on certain graphs. In particu-

lar, we will compute the covariance matrix Σ
(n) for the accumulated ho-

mology of the simple (lazy) random walk on the complete graph Kn . To

be clear, this process proceeds as follows: at each step a coin is flipped

to decide whether movement will be attempted. Assuming this first test

passes, one then chooses an edge uniformly at random. If the edge hap-

pens to be adjacent to the current position, then the current position

changes to the other endpoint of the edge. Otherwise the process holds.

The following linear algebra lemma is completely standard.

Lemma 3.15. Let M denote the n ×n matrix whose diagonal terms are

some constant c1, and whose off diagonal terms are some constant c2.

Then,

det(M) = (c1 −c2)n−1(c2(n −1)+c1)

In particular, if P denotes the transition matrix of the simple random walk

on the complete graph Kn , then the distinct eigenvalues of P are 1, appear-

ing with multiplicity 1, and 1− n
2(n

2)
appearing with multiplicity n −1.
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One important consequence of Lemma 3.15 is that

δXt ,P = 1−γmi n

In particular, we may explicitly compute all of the terms of the matrix

Σ
(n).

Theorem 3.16. Let Σ(n) denote the covariance matrix of Theorem 3.6 for

the simple random walk on Kn . Then, for any choice of spanning tree of

Kn paired with any choice of orientation of the extra edges {ei = (xi , yi )},

Σ
(n)(i , i ) =

n −2

n2
(n

2

) ;(3.5)

if the head of ei agrees with the tail of e j , or vice versa, then

Σ
(n)(i , j ) =

(
1

2n
(n

2

)
)2

;(3.6)

If the head (resp. tail) of ei agrees with the head (resp. tail) of e j , then

Σ
(n)(i , j ) =−

(
1

2n
(n

2

)
)2

;(3.7)

If ei and e j do not share an endpoint, then

Σ
(n)(i , j ) = 0 .(3.8)

Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, we see that πE (ei ) = 1
2n(n

2)
. The theorem then

follows from Lemma 3.15 and Theorems 3.11 and 3.13. �

Remark 3.17. It is notable that the expressions of Theorem 3.16 are all

given by rational functions in the parameter n. This is predicted by the

theory of stochastic virtual relations on FI-graphs (see (Ramos and White, 2019;

Ramos et al., 2018; Ramos and White, 2018)). This theory will return later

when we compute the winding of two particles on a star graph in Section

4.3.

4. WINDING OF RANDOM WALKS IN Fn(G)

4.1. Winding: the general case. In this section, we apply the work of the

previous sections to study random winding in tree configuration spaces.

This work is heavily inspired by a large variety of classical studies of ran-

dom winding of points in the plane (Bélisle, 1989; Bélisle and Faraway, 1991;
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Spitzer, 1958), as well as newer studies of related phenomena (Wen and Thiffeault, 2019).

We begin this section by establishing the primary random process of study

on Fn(G). We then turn our attention to defining how we will encode

winding as a (multivariate) statistic of this process.

Definition 4.1. Fix n ≥ 0, as well as a leaf-rooted planar tree G , which is

not a path. Further assume that G satisfies the subdivision condition of

Theorem 2.4. We define a random process on the state space

XG := {{x1, . . . , xn} | xi ∈V (G)},

in the following way. Given a configuration {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ XG , one first

flips a coin to determine whether anything will move. Assuming this

first test passes, one then chooses an edge of G uniformly. If this edge

is not connected to any of the xi , or if its two endpoints are both in the

set {x1, . . . , xn}, then the process holds in place. Otherwise, if exactly one

of the end points of the edge is of the form xi , then one replaces xi in

{x1, . . . , xn} with the other endpoint of this edge.

Remark 4.2. Note that we will not at any point be varying the number of

points being configured, and therefore the lack of the parameter n in XG

and (X G
t ,PG ) should not cause confusion.

We also note that the above process in no way uses the fact that we have

chosen an embedding of G into the plane, nor does it use the fact that G

has been rooted at one of its leaves. These assumptions on G are impor-

tant in our ultimate definition of the winding process.

One should observe that the Markov chain (X G
t ,PG ) is both connected

and aperiodic. In the literature, this random process is usually called the

discrete exclusion process. Exclusion processes like the above have been

extensively studied in the literature in a variety of different forms from

a variety of different perspectives. See Liggett (1999) for an overview. In

this work we will implicitly make use of the following result, conjectured

by D. Aldous and proven by Caputo et al. (2010).

Theorem 4.3 ((Caputo et al., 2010)). The spectral gap of the exclusion pro-

cess (X G
t ,PG ) is equal to the spectral gap of the (lazy) simple random walk

on the tree G.

For any t ≥ 0, the sequence of configurations

(X G
0 , X G

1 , . . . , X G
t )
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induces a path

ρt (s) : [0,1] →Fn(G).

In the classical setting of two particles in the plane, one converts a ran-

dom path into a winding statistic by charting the difference between the

two points, and recording the total accumulated angle around the ori-

gin. In our setting we do not have access to these types of tools. There-

fore, given such a path in Fn(G), our next goal will be to define a closure

ρt (s) : S1 → Fn(G), whose class in H1(Fn(G)) is completely determined

by ρ.

Recall the discretized configuration space DFn(G). The state space XG

agrees with the zero-skeleton of DFn(G), and the Markov process (X G
t ,PG )

is a model of a random walk on the one-skeleton of DFn(G). Recall that

we have assumed that G is both planar and leaf-rooted. These two choices

induce a well ordering on the vertices of G , as well as allow us to define

the critical and collapsible 1-cells of DFn(G) (see Definition 2.6). To con-

clude, we fix the spanning tree of the one-skeleton of DFn(G) induced by

the collapsible 1-cells, which notably does not contain the critical one-

cells. We also fix an ordering of these critical cells, and orient them as in

Definition 2.6. We will write these critical cells as ei = (xi , yi ). Generally,

we will use (x̃i , ỹi ) to denote a generic edge which lies on top of ei , when-

ever the exact cell is unimportant.

For this section we will write g for the number of critical one-cells of

DFn(G). Note that Theorem 2.7 tells us that the critical one-cells of DFn(G)

can be identified with a basis of H1(Fn(G)) ∼=Z
g .

Definition 4.4. Let t ≥ 0, and write ρt : [0,1] → Fn(G) for the path in-

duced by the Markov chain (X G
0 , . . . , X G

t ). Then we define the closure of

ρt to be the loop ρt : S1 → Fn(G) defined by first performing ρt , and

then performing the path through the aforementioned spanning tree of

DFn(G) from X G
t to X G

0 . We also write [ρt ] to denote the element of

H1(Fn(G)) induced by ρt .

The winding of our Markov chain after t-steps is then defined to be the

(random) g -tuple

W (t ) := [ρt ] ∈ H1(Fn(G)) ∼=Z
g
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In particular, the winding of our chain can be equivalently thought of

as a kind of accumulated homology statistic on DFn(G), where all non-

critical 1-cells that are excluded from our spanning tree are either ig-

nored, or counted along side a unique critical edge in accordance with

Theorem 2.10.

As with our section on accumulated homology, one of our interests in this

section will be in understanding the limiting distribution of limt→∞W (t )
D→

? Before we do this, however, we take a moment to note that the setup of

our problem lends itself to another natural question.

The chosen embedding of G into the plane induces a map of topological

spaces

Fn(G) ,→Fn(R2),

which in turn induces a map

H1(Fn(G)) → H1(Fn(R2)).

It is well known that H1(Fn(R2)) ∼= Z (see (Arnold, 1969), for instance),

and it is interesting to ask what the images are of our chosen basis vec-

tors of H1(Fn(G)) under this map. In fact, it can be shown that if b ∈
H1(Fn(G)) is a basis vector corresponding to some critical 1-cell, then

b 7→ ±1

Indeed, this follows from work of Farley (2006), as well as An, Drummond-

Cole, and Knudsen (2019) which show that the vector b can be expressed

topologically by what is known as a star move. See also Chettih and Lütgehetmann (2018).

This inspires the following definition.

Definition 4.5. The planar winding our Markov chain after t-steps is de-

fined to be the (random) integer

PW (t ) := [ρt ] ∈ H1(R2) ∼=Z.

Equivalently, PW (t ) can be written as

PW (t ) =
g∑

i=1

ǫi W (t )i

where ǫi ∈ {±1} is determined by the embedding of G into the plane, as

well as the choice of orientation of the critical one-cells.

Having established the various definitions, we are now ready to state our

main results.
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Theorem 4.6. There exists a g × g matrix Σ such that,

lim
t→∞

W (t )
p

t

D→ N (0,Σ)

where N (0,Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with covariance ma-

trix Σ. Moreover, one has

(#ei )
(E+1

n

)
E 2

(
E −

1

δXt ,P

)
≤Σ(i , i ) ≤

(#ei )
(E+1

n

)
E 2

(
E −

1

1−γmi n

)
(4.1)

(4.2)
(#ei )+ (#e j )

2(1−γmin)
(A

n

)
(A−1)2

−
‖ f̃i + f̃ j ‖2

π

δX G
t ,PG

≤Σ(i , j ) ≤
#ei +#e j

2δX G
t ,PG

(A
n

)
(A−1)2

−
‖ f̃i + f̃ j ‖2

π

1−γmin

where E is the number of edges of G, (#ei ) is the number of edges lying

above the critical edge ei , γmi n is the smallest eigenvalue of PG , and f̃i :

XG → R is the statistic which assumes the value 1
2(E−1)

at vertices of the

form x̃i , − 1
2(E−1)

at vertices of the form ỹi , and 0 elsewhere.

Proof. It is not the case in general that the winding statistic is the accu-

mulated homology on DFn(G)(1), because of the edges which lie over the

critical edges. That being said, Theorem 2.10 implies that winding is a

projection of this accumulated homology. Moreover, because the cells

lying over a given critical edge are disjoint, the sum of signed indicator

functions do not create covariance terms when applying the computa-

tions of Theorem 3.11. Our theorem is then just a simple consequence

of Theorem 3.11, where one replaces the indicator functions by sums of

indicator functions of edges lying over critical edges.

�

Using the relationship between our winding statistic, and the planar wind-

ing statistic, we also can conclude the following.

Theorem 4.7. If G has maximum vertex degree 3 then

lim
t→∞

PW (t )
p

t

D→ N (0,σ2
G ),
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where N (0,σ2
G ) is the standard centered normal distribution with variance

σ2
G . Moreover, one has,

N

E
(E+1

n

) −
2‖

∑
i ǫi f̃i‖2

π

δX G
t ,PG

≤σ2
G ≤

N

E
(E+1

n

) −
2‖

∑
i ǫi f̃i‖2

π

1−γmi n

where N is the number of non-collapsible 1-cells of DFn(G).

We note that this kind of bounded winding in the plane was studied in for

two Brownian particles constrained within an annulus in (Wen and Thiffeault, 2019).

Their results are very similar to ours.

4.2. Winding: the two particle case. In this section, we considering the

winding process of two non-overlapping particles in a tree. Limiting the

number of particles in this way simplifies exposition considerably, as we

never have to worry about the condition of Theorem 2.4. This case is also

significant due to its parallels with the more classical setting of two parti-

cles in the plane (Spitzer, 1958; Wen and Thiffeault, 2019).

As in the previous section, we will now fix for all time a tree G, an embed-

ding of G in the plane, as well as a leaf to be the root of G.

Definition 4.8. For a graph Γ, we write
(
Γ

2

)
to denote the graph whose

vertices are indexed by unordered pairs of vertices of Γ, and whose edge

relation is given by

{v, w} ∼ {u, w}, where {v,u} ∈ E (Γ)

{v, w} ∼ {v,u}, where {w,u} ∈ E (Γ)

If G is a planar leaf-rooted tree, then we see that
(G

2

)
is precisely the one-

skeleton of DF2(G). In particular, our random process of two particles

moving in F2(G) may be equivalently thought of as a model of a random

walk on
(G

2

)
. As we saw in the previous section, Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 then

imply that the accumulated homology of this walk on
(G

2

)
, with respect to

the spanning tree of collapsible 1-cells, precisely encodes the winding of

our original process in F2(G).

Recall that we write (X G
t ,PG ) for the exclusion process on

(G
2

)
.

The major conjecture of this section will suggest that the winding of our

random process is robust enough to recover the tree on which the parti-

cles are moving.
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Conjecture 4.9 (The Strong Conjecture). Assume that G has no vertices of

degree 2, and write ΣG for the covariance matrix determined by the large

t behavior of the winding statistic of the exclusion process on
(G

2

)
, as in

Theorem 4.6. If G ′ is another planar leaf-rooted tree with no vertices of

degree 2 for which ΣG =ΣG ′ , then G and G ′ are isomorphic as planar leaf-

rooted trees.

In the next section, we provide evidence for this conjecture by showing

that the covariance matrices associated to the two trees of Figure 2 are

distinct. We also note that there is a weaker version of Conjecture 4.9,

whose affirmation would still be significant from the perspective of graph

configuration spaces.

Conjecture 4.10 (The Weak Conjecture). Assume that G has no vertices of

degree 2, and write ΣG for the covariance matrix determined by the large

t behavior of the winding statistic of the exclusion process on
(G

2

)
, as in

Theorem 4.6. If G ′ is another planar leaf-rooted tree with no vertices of

degree 2 for which ΣG =ΣG ′, then G and G ′ have the same degree sequence.

To finish this section, we give a heuristic justification for why Conjecture

4.9 is natural, as well as why it is significant from the perspective of graph

configuration spaces.

Theorem 2.7 can be used (see (Ramos, 2018), for instance) to show that

the homotopy type of F2(G) is determined entirely by the degree sequence

of G . In fact, it is determined by certain combinatorial data, which is a

considerably weaker numerical invariant of G than its degree sequence.

In particular, homotopy theoretic invariants of F2(G) cannot recover G

from F2(G). To see why this is the case, recall that the discrete Morse the-

oretic approach of (Farley and Sabalka, 2005; Farley, 2006) implies that

H1(F2(G)) has a basis in bijection with certain star moves on the tree.

In particular, the homology of F2(G) can, at most, see the number of

vertices of degree ≥ 3, as well as the degrees of these vertices. On the

other hand, the exclusion process being performed on G imposes a kind

of motion to these homology classes: if two adjacent branching vertices

contain an imbalanced number of vertices on either side of them , then

you expect the star moves being performed at either to have some cor-

relation. In particular, the matrix ΣG should, in principal, contain the in-

formation of both the degree sequence of G , as well as global information

about how vertices of degree at least 3 are distributed in the tree. From

these two pieces of information, one should be able to recover the tree

itself.
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FIGURE 2. The smallest example of two non-isomorphic

trees with the same degree sequence and no vertices of de-

gree 2.

4.3. Winding: examples. In this section, we take the time to display some

worked examples of winding. To begin, we compute the covariance ma-

trix of the exclusion process winding of two particles traversing the star

graph with l-leaves. This is the tree with l vertices of degree 1, called the

leaves, and one vertex of degree l , called the center, and we denote it by

Gl . Following this abstract computation, we complete the argument that

the winding covariance matrices are distinct for the two particle walks on

the planar leaf-rooted trees of Figure 2, up to reliance on numerical data.

While our ultimate goal is to compute the winding covariance matrix of

the two particle exclusion process on the star graph, we will begin by

bounding the entries of this matrix via the spectrum of PGl
. Note that,

in so far as winding is concerned, the compliment of the collapsible 1-

cells of
(Gl

2

)
are precisely the critical 1-cells. In particular, winding in this

case is literally the accumulated homology of the simple random walk on(Gl
2

)
.

To begin our computation, note that the vertices of the associated graph(Gl
2

)
can be partitioned into two types: Those corresponding to configu-

rations where one particle is in the center, and those corresponding to

configurations where both particles are on leaves. In particular, it will be

useful going forward to identify the vertices of
(Gl

2

)
with the leaves of Gl

that are being occupied in the associated configuration. If we organize

our basis of RV (
(Gl

2

)
) by listing the configurations with a single occupied

leaf first, followed by the those with two leaves, the matrix of PGl
assumes
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the block form,

PGl
=

(
l+1
2l

Il A

A† l−1
l

I
(l

2)

)
,

where A is the (l ×
(l

2

)
)-matrix given by

A(i , { j ,k}) =
{

0 if i ∉ { j ,k}
1
2l

otherwise.

Our goal is to therefore compute the determinant of the matrix

PGl
−λI

l+(l
2)
=

(
( l+1

2l
−λ)Il A

A† ( l−1
l

−λ)I(l
2)

)
(4.3)

We begin with the following standard facts from linear algebra.

Lemma 4.11. Let M be an (n+m)× (n+m) matrix, written in block form

as

M =
(

A B

C D

)
,

where A is n ×n, B is n ×m, C is m ×n, and D is m ×m. Then, if D is

invertible, one has

det(M) = det(A−BD−1C )det(D)

These are the two technical tools we need to complete our desired com-

putation.

Theorem 4.12. With notation as above, one has for all l ≥ 3, the spectrum

of PGl
is given by,

1 with multiplicity 1;(4.4)

1−
1

2l
with multiplicity l −1;(4.5)

1−
1

l
with multiplicity

(
l

2

)
− l ;(4.6)

1

2
with multiplicity l −1;(4.7)

1

2
−

1

2l
with multiplicity 1.(4.8)

Proof. Using (4.3) and Lemma 4.11, we have

det(PGl
−λI

l+(l
2)

) = det((
l +1

2l
−λ)Il −

1
l−1

l
−λ

A A†)(
l −1

l
−λ)(l

2)
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One easily computes that A† A is the l × l matrix with entries given by

(A† A)(i , j ) =
{

1
4l 2 if i 6= j
l−1
4l 2 otherwise.

In particular, ( l+1
2l

−λ)Il − 1
l−1

l
−λ

A A† is the matrix whose diagonal terms

are
1

4l 2( l−1
l

−λ)
((4l 2(

l −1

l
−λ)(

l +1

2l
−λ)− (l −1)),

and whose off diagonal terms are

−1

4l 2( l−1
l

−λ)
.

Applying Lemma 3.15, we conclude

det(PGl
−λI

l+(l
2)

) =
((4l 2( l−1

l
−λ)( l+1

2l
−λ)+2− l )l−1(2−2l + (4l 2( l−1

l
−λ)( l+1

2l
−λ))( l−1

l
−λ)(l

2)−l

(4l 2)l

Computer algebra may then be used to find all roots of this polynomial,

as desired. �

Combining Theorem 4.12, as well as Theorem 4.6, we obtain the follow-

ing.

Theorem 4.13. There exists a
(l−1

2

)
×

(l−1
2

)
matrix Σ such that,

lim
t→∞

W (t )
p

t

D→Norm(0,Σ)

where Norm(0,Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with covariance

matrix Σ. The entries of Σ satisfy the following inequalities

Σ(i , i ) ≤
l −1

l (l +1)
(l+1

2

)(4.9)

−
3l +1

l (l +1)
(l+1

2

) ≤Σ(i , j ) ≤
2l −1

l (l +1)
(l+1

2

)(4.10)

Having completed our bounds, we next turn our attention to more explic-

itly computing the covariance via computing the discrete Green’s func-

tion (I −PGl
)−1. Our approach here follows the general computational

approach of Chung and Yau (2000), which expresses the entries of the

Green’s function as sums of hitting times. We also make use of the al-

gebraic tools of Ramos and White (2018). These tools essentially derive

from the fact that there is an action of the symmetric group Sl on the

leaves of Gl .
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Theorem 4.14. For each pair x, y ∈ V (
(Gl

2

)
), write Q(x, y) for the expected

hitting time of the exclusion process between x and y. Then,

Q({1,2},1) = l 2 +2l , Q({2,3},1) = 2l 2 +3l , Q(2,1)= 2l 2 +2l ,(4.11)

Q(1, {1,2}) =
l 3 + l 2 −2l

2
, Q(3, {1,2}) =

l 3 +3l 2

2
,(4.12)

Q({1,3}, {1,2}) =
l 3 +2l 2 + l

2
, Q({3,4}, {1,2}) =

l 3 +3l 2 +2l

2
(4.13)

Proof. We begin by noting that the aforementioned seven computations

determine all hitting times on
(Gl

2

)
by application of the symmetric group

action.

We will illustrate the method to compute the hitting times (4.12). Let P̂

denote the matrix

P̂ =




l−1
l

0 1
2l

0 l−1
l

1
l

1
2l

l−2
2l

l+1
2l




In the language of (Ramos and White, 2018), this is a principal minor of

the transition matrix of the walk associated to the 1-roofed orbits of Gl .

In particular, the vector Q =




Q({1,2},1)

Q({2,3},1)

Q(2,1)


 is the unique solution to the

matrix equation

(I − P̂ )Q =




1

1

1




This can be solved in any computer algebra system to obtain the desired

results. �

Having computed these hitting times, we may now complete our descrip-

tion of the discrete Green’s function associated to the two particle exclu-

sion process on Gl .

Theorem 4.15. Write for any pair of vertices x, y ∈V (
(Gl

2

)
), write G (x, y) :=

(I −PGl
)−1(x, y). Let

T1(ℓ) =
2(ℓ−1)(2ℓ+1)(ℓ+2)

ℓ(ℓ+1)2

T2(ℓ) =
ℓ4 +4ℓ3 −ℓ2 −12ℓ+12

ℓ(ℓ+1)2
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Then,

G (1,1) = T1(ℓ) G ({1,2}, {1,2}) = T2(ℓ)

G ({1,2},1) = T1(ℓ)−
ℓ2 +2ℓ
(ℓ+1

2

) G ({2,3},1) = T1(ℓ)−
2ℓ2 +3ℓ

(ℓ+1
2

)

G (2,1) = T1(ℓ)−
2ℓ2 +2ℓ

(ℓ+1
2

) G (1, {1,2}) = T2(ℓ)−
ℓ3 +ℓ2 −2ℓ

2
(ℓ+1

2

)

G (3, {1,2}) = T2(ℓ)−
ℓ3 +3ℓ2

2
(ℓ+1

2

) G ({1,3}, {1,2}) = T2(ℓ)−
ℓ3 +2ℓ2 + l

2
(ℓ+1

2

)

Proof. Once again we note that these nine computations determine the

discrete Green’s function at every pair of vertices because of the symmet-

ric group action.

Finally, the above computations follow from Theorem 4.14, as well as the

formulas of Chung and Yau (2000)

G (x, x) =π(x)2
∑

z

Q(z, x)

G (x, y) =G (y, y)−π(x)Q(x, y)

�

To conclude our computations, we prove that the covariance matrices

associated to the planar leaf-rooted trees of Figure 2 can distinguish these

trees. For what follows, we write G1 to denote the left-most planar leaf-

rooted tree in Figure 2, and G2 to denote the right-most tree. Our first

result essentially says that the tree G1 is too symmetric for there to be

non-trivial correlation between distinct star-moves.

Proposition 4.16. The Covariance matrix ΣG1 is a diagonal matrix.

Proof. The matrix ΣG1 is 4×4, with rows in columns indexed by the ver-

tices labeled 2,4,5, and 8. If i is any-such index, and j 6= 4 is another, we

claim that ΣG1(i , j ) = 0. Indeed, this follows from the fact that there is

an automorphism of G1, e.g. the one which switches the two leaves con-

nected to j , which negates the basis vector associated to j , while leaving

the basis vector associated to i fixed. �
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On the other hand, this symmetry is non-existent in the tree G2. Label-

ing the rows and columns of ΣG2 by the vertices 2,3,4, and 5, numerical

simulation has shown that, with high probability, one has ΣG2(3,4) 6= 0.
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